
The Embassy is sending today your Soviet foreign (travel?) passport to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR in Moscow, located at Smolenskaya-Sennaya ploschad (Square), 32-34.

The Ministry will send your passport to the OVIR in Moscow, Kolpachny per. (Lane) 9, where you should apply tomorrow or the day after tomorrow.

When you receive your Soviet travel passport, you may order a ticket at the following address: Moscow, “Metropol” Hotel, Aerofoil Agency.

(Translator’s Note: the next paragraph was crossed out.)

When you receive the ticket, come to the Embassy and we will write you a telegram which you will have to send to the U.S.A. informing of your arrival.

(Translator’s Note: the next paragraph is not crossed out.)

If you wish to exchange rubles for foreign currency, you may apply at the address: Moscow, Foreign Trade Bank, Neglinnaya ulitsa (street) 12.

(Translator’s Note: the letter is unsigned.)
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